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‘oh, Majestic Ocean’...! ! !
 
‘Oh, Majestic Ocean’ how you inspire me wholly,
You never relinquish, so you remain unaffected,
The many facets of the real life, you personify, 
I dive deep into you to explore and experience!
 
‘Oh, Dear Ocean’, your tranquility is so envious,
Yet, the devastation your fury brings, I fear.
Mysteries, treasures you hide within your womb,
Often indulges me a secret odyssey to the abyss!
 
‘Oh, Mother Ocean’, your compassion is eminent,
You pacify the restiveness of soul, as I watch,
So you absorb the very melancholic salt of tears,
And dissolves the pain with your caress of breeze!
 
'Oh, Granduer Ocean', with your grace, you welcome,
The glorious sun from the ocean depth of horizon,
The sight mesmerizes many from time immemorial,
And entice the world with your energy and cheers!
 
‘Oh, Ethereal Ocean’, how you ignite the passion,
When the moon romances with your waves at night,
At dawn, moon bids farewell, piognantly though,
To its beautiful lover with a frown on its face!
 
Oh Pretty Ocean, you splash diamonds on the rocks, 
While Whistling wind humming the symphony of ocean,
Magnanimous by your nature, looks, size and depth,
‘Oh, My Ocean’, as I ponder my wonder grows endless! !
 
Maaya Nair Dev
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Aarya...My Angel..!
 
Aarya...My Angel..!
-----
 
When I sit idle gazing nothing..
My world turns dull, days look grey,
Leave some memories awaken,
To bring moisture in my eyes,
And clouds my happiness.
 
When something is amiss..
A quick ride to the past,
Reach me to another world,
Where I find myself alive,
And justifies my existence.
 
The sweet remembrance,
Rejuvenates all the while,
As a soothing summer breeze,
Which comforts my heavy heart,
And clears the mist in my glance.
 
The unfathomable tender love,
And precious presence of a tiny soul,
Who return all my lost smiles, 
By wiping droplets of melancholy,
And completes my life's emptiness.
 
My world blossoms every moment, 
With every thought of my angel,
Who paint my lifeless days with
Indescribable colours of emotions,
And renovates with enormous joys..! !
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'Birth Of A Poem'..! ! !
 
On a leisurely indulgence,
An innocuous volition creep,
And stimulate my senses.,
I remained agog for a while!
 
Myriad thoughts jostle in,
Refraining, refreshing, reforming
With neither rest, nor respite.,
I remained stoic for a while!
 
My sigh travels across a mile,
Towards the destination afar,
Perhaps with a yearn so dear.,
I remained restive for a while!
 
Midst of an intense silence,
I embrace my desire slyly,
Sway away all my fears aside.,
I remained bold for a while!
 
In that moment of oblivion,
An artistry realm wide opened,
Onto a surface invisible,
I remained invincible for a while!
 
My heart sings, my soul dances,
When my fingers merged the flow,
Of unsaid words to the obvious.
I remained ecstatic for a while! !
 
Maaya Nair Dev
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Envisage...!
 
Let me wear smile of classy,
Refreshing fragrance of spring,
By undressing my gloomy outfits,
Of lingering wet memories.
 
Let me relish ambience of privacy,
Silently whispering my thoughts.
Cascading waves of emotions,
Lashing on my heart shores.
 
Let me emblazon my true fancy,
On the lap of blushing twilight.
Winking eyes of twinkling stars,
Teasing my secret pleasures.
 
Let me disguise my crazy delicacy,
In the enigmatic depth of night.
The haunting luscious silence,
Revealing my discreet treasures.
 
Let me invade freely in the galaxy,
Of vast cloudless imaginations.
Let me dissolve wholly in the,
Pleasing 'Envisage' forever..! .
 
Maaya Nair Dev
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Fate Of A Candle..! !
 
A flame of candle,
so delicate and soft,
bestows its warmth,
and light in its purity.
 
The spiralling air
Kisses the glow of passion,
Darkness steals its beauty
and held in captive!
 
Gazing all the while,
I wear moment of delight,
with delicate amazement,
in a way never felt before.
 
The envision enlightened,
how soberly, a lit candle,
by melting its own substance,
is offering much for nothing..!
 
Maaya Nair Dev
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Mirage...!
 
I wish...I could sleep..
But mind refuses to retire,
Memories swim in the labyrinth,
Suffocating peace to breathe through,
Evoking my soul to wish for a dream.
 
I wish...I could dream..
And immerse self to feel eternal,
While lending my eyes to have a glimpse,
Of a virtual world..so incredible to be true.	
Though, it could be an illusion of gleam.
 
I wish...I could reborn..
In that world of endless smiles,
With no traces of fears and tears,
Just to savor each moments, forever anew,
By letting my gaze to believe in the cream.
 
I wish...I could die..
And never wake up from my sleep, 	
Freezing my dream in that moment of bliss,
So that my soul can own this piece of hue,
And start its voyage to a divine realm.
 
I wished...if my dreams were real..
Despite knowing it is a sheer 'Mirage'! !
 
Maaya Nair Dev
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Moments....!
 
Walking alongside a beach,
Having caress of sea breeze,
Thoughts fly across miles,
Making ripples in the mind..
 
Spraying waves spreads,
To touch her pearls of rain,
As if, sea is the only one,
Who could comfort her pain...
 
As waves has no end...so was her pains...
 
Her stare to the horizon, as if
Owes an answer in return...
Would there be any sunrises,
In the horizon of her life? ...
 
 
P S: -My very first attempt to conceive a poem..hence it is very dear to me...!
 
Maaya Nair Dev
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'Mystique'..! 	
 
I'm a phenomenon, an unresolved mystery,
Epitome of beauty with dazzling features,
Having immense grace with glorious roles,
Greatest male fantasy, an ultimate pleasure,
Yet, no one succeeded to explore me fully!
 
I'm love, I'm romance, I'm passion,
I'm the provider and the caretaker,
I'm the strength and weakness of living kind,
I'm the embodiment of patience and sacrifice,
Yet, no one recognizes the virtues in me fully!
 
I can seduce as a mistress when in lust,
And can defy male ego when in need,
I can be wild as a vampire when provoked,
Ablaze anything with my inner fire when furious,
Yet, no one accepts the powers in me fully!
 
Alas...
 
I'm the most underestimated being on earth,
Who balances the mere existence of world,
Who always lives among us in various names.
as a mother, wife, sister, daughter and friend, .
Yet, she gets exploited every where, every seconds!
 
Maaya Nair Dev
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Pearls Of Tears...! !
 
Infant rays adorn east,
painting the horizon gold.
Tiny dew shed from the bosom
of early autumn morning.
Crispy gems glitening with pride
on meadow grass tips,
how gracefully they dance
with the tune of breeze!
 
As I walk savouring
its eternal splendour,
I saw each droplet
dangling with poise
bear the sob of tears
whispering silently
how badly they cling onto
their fragile life..!
 
Maaya Nair Dev
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Smiles, 'Tears' Away...!
 
Days were sly,
Life gone blase,
Soul craved for joy,
Why, smiles part to tears? ...
 
Heart beats fast,
Days sighed bad,
Pain deep frost,
Silence wept aloud,
 
'Will' gave a try,
Felt for a rise,
Hopes were high,
Need fall on its gear.
 
Eyes touched its gleam,
Smiles denied to fade.
Moments were bliss,
Tears never shed.
 
Trials couldn't last,
When heart stood bold,
Nothing mattered much,
For 'Smiles Tears Away'.
 
Maaya Nair Dev
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The Fluorescent Beauty...!
 
In the depth of night,
Beneath illuminated sky,
My glances kiss each jewel,
Spread hither and thither,
My heart steals the sparkle,
And stitch it on my dreams.
 
In the awe of splendour,
A luminous aura from afar,
Embrace my presence to glow,
Swoon off my senses to yield.
A pleasant chase for trace,
Unfold an ineffable delight.
 
In the cosmic remoteness,
The 'Fluorescent Beauty',
Princess of ethereal space,
Clad in white translucent,
Reigns amidst infinite stars,
Emit her eternal charm.
 
In that tranquil hour,
Through the cool mist,
The surreal charisma,
With all her benevolence,
Bathe my weariness away,
And put me to a sweet repose.
 
Maaya Nair Dev
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'The Solitude'...!
 
I am just wondering..
what is happening?
Oh! 'A UNION' is budding,
That looks promising!
 
The embrace is surprising,
And aura seems comforting.
This 'BOND' I was longing,
Would savour its blending.
 
It's presence is amazing,
I could feel it deepening.
It's silence is soothing,
I could hear it whispering.
 
It's caress is alluring,
I could sense it seducing.
It's touch is so caring,
I could share my feeling
 
It's serenity is enduring,
I could merge my being.
It's peace is enriching,
I could cleanse my thinking.
 
Simply I am enjoying,
what is happening,
Slowly, I am realizing,
'SOLITUDE' is mesmerizing! ! ...
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